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Introducingvocalizationtechniquesat the beginningof band or orchestrarehearsals
can improvemusicaland critical-thinkingskillsofyoungperformers.
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inginghaslongbeenan

accepted component of the
college or university undergraduate music curriculum,
where it is used to help students develop aural skills, learn sightreading, and make connections
between the basic elements of music
theory and the practicalapplication of
these elements. Most music educators
would agree that singing is an activity
critical to the development of musical
understanding and aesthetic sensitivity. Why is it, then, that many band
and orchestradirectorsat the elementary,middle, and high school levels are
reluctant to incorporate vocalization
activities into their instrumental
instructionalprograms?

Structuredsinging
furthersthe development
of a consistentsenseof
tonality.

practice of these activities help students become independent learners,
Time
who
are able to fix their own musical
Conserving
Instrumental ensemble directors problems quickly and efficiently. For
commonly express three reasons for example, it is likely that the student
their reluctance to include singing in who continually misses the new flat in
the rehearsalprocess.The first is a fear the trio of a march is not hearing the
of wasting time on nonperformance- note in the context of the new tonal
oriented objectives. While it is true center created through the transposithat the inclusion of vocalization
tion at the trio section. The student
activities requiresadditional time, the who is able to sing the notes and hear
skills developed through the regular the problem can fix it without assistance, leading to fewer interruptions
and a more efficient use of rehearsal
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gle pitch at the beginning of each
rehearsalwill automatically make the
students tune more accurately. They
devote large amounts of time to complex methods designed to achieve this
goal. Often, these methods include
relying on an electronic strobe tuner, a
device that few students have at home
for additional practice. The ritual of
students forming lines and marching
in front of a machine does little to foster a student-centered approach to
tuning in which performers take
responsibility for their own intonation.
As accomplished musicians know,
good intonation depends on the ability to adjust one's own pitch to both
the function of that pitch within a
harmonic context and the pitches of
other members of the ensemble.
Structuredsinging furthers the development of a consistent sense of tonality, which can help free the director
from "the frustratingtask of repeatedly telling his students what should be
obvious, i.e., that there are pitch inaccuracies that must be corrected."1A
tuning approach that involves the
singing and playing of functional
musical patterns(tonic and dominant)
can help students become aware of
pitch discrepanciesas they arise. It will
also result in better intonation at both
the individual and the ensemble levels,
not to mention a significant savings in
rehearsaltime spent on tuning.
17

Modeling

A second reason often given by
orchestra and band directors for not
using singing activitiesis a lack of confidence in their own ability to sing.
Many instrumentalists have not sung
in front of others since their college
training, and some teachers' previous
vocal or choral experiences may have
been unpleasant or unsatisfactory.
While it is true that effective vocal
modeling in terms of both accuracy
and tone quality is important, the
director who is willing to "accepthis
own inevitable errors ... establish[es]
an environment in which students are
also free to make mistakes."2This type
of open classroom atmosphere is conducive not only to singing, but also to
the kind of risk-takingso necessaryfor
student growth.
For those teacherswhose reluctance
to sing in front of their students is
deeply ingrained, instrumentalmodeling can provide an intermediate step
in the process. Using one's major
instrument to lead simple echo games
as part of a five-minute warm-up can
provide students with an accurate
model of musical patterns. It can also
help a teacher gain confidence about
performing for students. Making the
move to singing becomes a natural
extension of this process.

Reactions
Positive
The third reason for the lack of
vocalization in many school instrumental programsis a fear that students
will respond negatively to singing.
Although students (especially older
students) may initially appear reluctant to sing, this behavior may stem
more from shyness or peer pressure
than any real dislike for the activity
itself. Much like their teachers, students need to be introduced to vocalization gently and painlesslyin a positive, unthreateningatmosphere. If the
director demonstrates appropriate
vocal modeling with comfort and
security,the students will, given time,
follow the teacher'slead and respond
in kind.
Some instrumentalists, particularly
boys, feel uncomfortable about being
seen singing, not about the act of
singing. For these students, an effective technique is to precede actual
18

singing with closed-mouth humming,
an activity usually perceived by them
as less threatening. Once the students
feel comfortable while humming, the
transition to open-mouth singing usually comes quickly and without further difficulty.Other types of vocalization activities that can be useful in
encouraging reluctant singers include
chanting, rapping, and vocal effects
(whistling,siren sounds, and so forth).

correlation has also been found
between bands receiving superior
sight-readingratingsand the inclusion
of vocalization activities in the teaching/learningprocess.6
It has also been concluded that
although vocalizationis not frequently
employed in band rehearsals,effectiveness ratings for singing activities are
consistently higher than corresponding frequencyratings,with "play-singplay" concepts cited as the most frequently employed vocalization techniques.7 The results of these studies
suggest that instrumental directors
and their students would benefit from
the inclusion of vocalization strategies
in the rehearsal, with the potential
advantages of more accurate intonation, superior instrumental skills,
increased sight-reading ability, and
improvedattitude.

If the director
demonstrates
appropriate
vocalmodelingwith
andRanges
comfortand security,the Registers
The reluctance that teachers show
studentswill, given time, for vocalization activities may have to
with a lack of knowledge regarding
follow the teacher'slead do
the nature of the voice and the choice
and respondin kind.
of appropriatevocal rangesfor student
U.....

Benefits
Studies of the relationshipbetween
vocalization and instrumentalinstruction and performance have examined
the effects of singing on instrumental
music students at various age levels
and abilities, from preschool all the
way to the college and university
level.3 Singing as an instrumental
music instructionaltechnique has also
been researchedin terms of its curricular implications and its use as a tool
for conductor/teacher effectiveness.4
The studies show that vocalization
techniquescan have a significanteffect
on instrumental performance and
instruction. Students exposed to
singing as a regular component of
their instructional program tend to
score higher on measures of music
achievement, executive skill development (fingering, articulation, bowing,
and so forth), attitude, and developmental music aptitude.5 A positive

singing. According to Betty Bertaux,
"The terms 'register'and 'range' have
been mistakenly used interchangeably.
'Range' refersto the number of tones
between the lowest and highest notes
that a person can sing and 'register'
has to do with timbre and sensation,
and it involves muscular action that
affects the vocal folds."8 In general,
the vocal mechanism can be thought
of as consisting of two qualitativeregisters. The modal register (or chest
voice) is used primarilyin speech and
is characterizedby a heavy, reedy, or
coarse timbre. Prolonged, consistent
use of the modal register for singing
can result in vocal damage and the
development of vocal nodules. The
loft register(or head voice) is used primarily in singing and is characterized
by a light, thin, or sweet timbre.
Both registershave a physiological
pitch-range limit. The modal register
has a recommended pitch range from
middle C to A, while the loft register
spans from A to E, with overlapping,
or blending, from approximatelyF to
C (see figure 1). For inexperienced
singers, songs and tonal patterns of a
limited range (a fourth to a sixth) are
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recommended, and it is suggested that
the music be set either entirely above
the registerbreak (in the keys of G or
A) or entirely below the registerbreak
(in the keys of C or D). Band directors
accustomed to working in the keys of
B-flat and E-flat may wish to transpose passagesfrom band compositions
in these keys to more "singerfriendly"
keys.

andrecommended
1. Vocalregisters
ranges
Figure
Modalregister

Loftregister

R s bl i

Activities
Suggested

One way to acclimate students to
vocalization activities is to introduce
the activitiesgradually,perhapsusing a
song from a composition that the
group is already studying. For example, the English folk song "Ayre for
Eventide"servesas the basis of the second movement of Hugh M. Stuart's
middle-level band work ThreeAyres
from Glouster(see figure 2 for melody).
This work is suitable for study and
performanceby both junior high and
high school ensembles.
To begin, introduce the melody as a
rote song (without notation). The
tune breaksnaturallyinto four phrases
and can be taught by singing each
phrase on a neutral syllable and then
asking the students to echo the phrase
back. When introducing tonal patterns, you are engaging students in an
activity at the "aural/oral" level of
learning; therefore, no tonal syllables
(such as do, re, mi) should be used.9
The neutral syllable "bum"works well
for activities at this learning level.
Whenever you are using patternsin an
echo-game activity, it is important to
sing as expressively as possible;
attempt to draw the students into a
musical conversation. If students are
hesitant, ask them to hum the patterns
first and then graduallymove to openmouth singing.
At this point in the process,referred
to as the "teachingmode," you should
feel free to sing along with the students
as they echo. Later,in the "evaluation
mode," you may want to remainsilent
while the students sing in order to
assessindividualstudent performances.
For best results, teach the students to
sing the song beforethey play the song.
If the range of the song is awkwardfor
you or your students, transpose the
melody up or down until it is comfortable for the voice.
JULY
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2. English
folksong"Ayre
forEventide"
Figure

9)

.

3. Neutral
for"Ayre
forEventide"
Figure
syllablesforpatterns
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As students become familiar with
that can be extractedfrom the "Ayrefor
the song, you can begin to extractpat- Eventide."
terns from the melody to use in more
As the students become more comactivities.
These
fortable
with echoing patterns, begin
echo-game
patterns
should be no longer than two or three to introduce the appropriate "verbal
notes to startwith and should represent associations"to the patterns.10 Using
tonic and dominant harmonic functhe appropriatetonal syllables for the
tions. Figure 3 shows a set of patterns patterns will serve to reinforce the
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learningaccomplishedat the aural/oral
level and will make the patterns more
familiarto the students(see figure4).
It is important to remember that
no more than five minutes per

rehearsal should be devoted to these
types of activities. Many teachersfind
that incorporating"learningsequence"
activities (the name given to Edwin
Gordon's empirical model of music

Figure4. Tonalsyllablesforpatternsfor"AyreforEventide"
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Figure5. Melodyandbasslinefor"AyreforEventide"
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Creative
Thinking

Songs such as "Ayrefor Eventide"
can also be used as an introduction to
composition and creative musical
thinking. For example, after students
can sing the song accurately,ask one
or more students to come up with a
countermelody that sounds good with
the melody. You may want to "set the
stage for success" by first teaching a
simple bass line accompanimentto the
melody (see figure 5). Have the students work in small groups, and then
ask them to perform (instrumentally
and vocally) their two-part inventions.
This kind of activity is great for teaching concepts such as transposition
("Why can'ta Frenchhorn and a clarinet play the same notes?"), balance
("How come the trombone is always
louder than the flute?"), and range
("Why can't the saxophone play a low
A-flat?").
Students can also experiment with
familiarsongs by singing them in unison, at the interval of a fifth (quasichant), or in canon (see figure 6). As
students become more comfortable
using their singing voice in the instrumental class, ask them to make creative decisions regardingtheir performances. Encourage students to think
in musical terms by asking questions
such as, "How many different ways
can we phrase this?" or "What could
we do to make it better?"Try to ask
questions that encourage multiple
answers and keep the atmosphere in
the classroompositive.

Skills
Critical-Thinking
etc.

Part

learning, based on audiation) at the
beginning of each rehearsalis a good
way to focus student attention in a
musical manner.11It also works well
as an element of a longer warm-up
routine that includes scales, chorales,
and rhythm exercises.

Another way to use singing activities to teach general music concepts is
to have students sing a familiar song
in different tonalities and meters. For
example, once students know "Ayre
for Eventide," you can tell them that
the song is in a major key. Minor
tonality can then be taught by having
students sing the song in the minor
key and asking them to identify the
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differencesbetween major and minor. rehearsals.Instrumental teachers who
Children learn by comparing various are able to overcome their reluctance
concepts and observing how they are to incorporatesinging activities in the
the same or different.
rehearsalsetting provide their students
This sequence of activitiescan con- with more efficient and enjoyable
clude by having students play the sec- music learning experiences. In so
ond movement of Hugh M. Stuart's doing, they will help to train a generaThreeAyresfrom Gloucester(Shawnee tion of musically active and musically
Press, 1969) and then asking them a literateadults.
seriesof questions about the music:
mHow many of you played the
melody during the movement?
mWho played a countermelody or
bass line?
mHow many times was the melody
repeatedin the movement?
mWas the melody always in the
Ima
a room
gine
ful
of
same key?
mWas the melody ever played with
differentaccompaniments?
mWere different versions of the
melody played in the movement?
Students who are able to answer
these types of questions are engaged in
a deeper form of musical understanding than those who merely play the
right pitches at the right time. They
are exhibiting critical-thinking skills,
long-term musical memory, and problem-solving abilities in a musical envi- Notes
ronment. As teachers, parents, and
1. DarrellL. Waltersand CynthiaC. Tagadministrators look for ways to
gart, eds., Readings in Music Learning Theory
improve the educational process,
(Chicago: G.I.A. Publications,Inc., 1989),
music teacherswho include more than 223.
notes and rhythms in their curricular
2. Ibid.,223.
3. For studies related to preschool, see
approach will find themselves on the
cutting edge of music education.
Jonny H. Ramsey, "The Effects of Age,

studentsable to tune
theirown instruments
quickly.

Summary

Imagine an ensemble that plays in
tune naturally and effortlessly, with
minimal rehearsal time spent on
"down-the-line" intonation checks.
Imagine a room full of students able
to tune their own instruments quickly
and easily without the assistance of a
teacher and without having to march
past flickeringelectronic tuners. Imagine spending the majority of each
rehearsalworking on issues of phrasing, expression, and sensitivity, rather
than endless hours of drills and repetition. These imagined scenarios are
within the realmof possibility.
Consider the advantagesof including singing activitiesin the instrumental rehearsal:improved sight-reading,
fewer intonation problems, superior
instrumentalskills, and more efficient
JULY
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Training on the Musical Achievement of
Beginning Fifth-Grade Instrumental Students"(Ph.D. diss., Universityof Michigan,
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"A Study of the Effects of Two Types of
Tonal PatternInstructionon the Audiational
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effectiveness
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Ensemble: A Case Study" (Ph.D. diss.,
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1990),
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